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ABSTRACT

To significantly impact the development of spatial/ formal building design judgment it has become important to
extend the logic of the environmental technologies into design studio as a means of enhancing student synthetic
skills.  This paper reports on an ongoing, funded research project that is concerned with the educational
application of Information Technology (IT) into the third year design sequence of our professional architectural
curriculum.  The research was implemented because of the recognized need to advance our students’ technical
knowledge and skill development within the core architectural design sequence (i.e., 1st – 3rd years) while
providing a complimentary bridging to traditionally separate topical areas of architectural knowledge.

The studio pedagogy presented covers a four-year period of instructional development that has relied upon an
iterative process intended to extend traditional methods of studio instruction by incorporating computational
tools and physical modeling methods of analysis.  Sharing the instructional intent, the paper discusses the
application of software to specific environmental and structural analysis modules that have been implemented to
meet the design objectives of the course and provide a curricular bridge to critical course work in the design
sciences.  The paper presents the perceived strengths and weaknesses that have influenced the refinement of
studio objectives and that have adjusted the simulation methods that have been employed in order to extend
studio instruction and facilitate greater understanding of the iterative attributes of the information based systems
utilized.  It also shares initial observations on the development of an evaluation instrument that has been
designed to assess the impact on student performance and record student improvement through the refinement
of this instructional approach.

INTRODUCTION

For the instructor of the environmental and building
technologies two issues share the pedagogical stage of
importance:

Students of architecture must understand the impact
of the design sciences on their decision making
process.  This is essential to their creative
investigation of the design challenge.  To accomplish

this objective they must become familiar with the
tools that will allow them to synthetically apply that
knowledge, as appropriate, to the level of their design
inquiry.

Rarely, has the use of information-based technologies
become an integral part of studio instruction. Or, has
the introduction of analytic methods been
incorporated into studio to guide the pedagogical
development of a course.  Except, for those studios
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that have been offered to speculatively test the limits
of the “machine’s” graphic capability.  Which, in the
realm of traditionally design studio instruction, shares
ancestry commonly reserved for representational skill
development alone.

The concurrent development of computationally
based interactive analytic tools, intended for technical
assessment and design validation, have remained
solely within the instructional domain of traditional
technical course instruction.  It can be argued that an
equally appropriate place for the deployment of such
tools are within the studio environment.

This point can be illustrated by the subtle but lasting
impact that the oil embargo of the 1973 has had on the
formation of curricular content development in the
schools of architecture in North America.  Most
importantly, to the small number of design science
faculty here, has been the focus on creating
assessment tools whose use was intended to reveal the
impact that thermal and luminous energies have on
building performance, and on architectural design
decision making process.  In the most advanced
courses, for example, these information-based tools
have been incorporated to assist student inquiry and
account for the direct as well as implied discussion of
the parametric consequences of environmental design
action.

The idea of extending the logic of technical subject
matter into the studio environment was initially
proposed to expand studio-teaching methods. (ACSA,
1981)  That trend focused initially on introducing
graphic methods.  These methods intended to build
upon student capability to visualize the connection
between bio-climatic influences soliciting from them
an informed design action.  Recent approaches have
extended this logic further, into case study teaching
methods.  Long a traditional method of assessment
within the social sciences, the common studio
“precedents analysis”, has been transformed into a
field research tool.  Environmental precedents have
become an important curricular vehicle to inform the
advanced study of the appropriate application of
design science methods.

The introduction and application of specific software
can become a useful tool for extending our students’
understanding of the architects’ role in exercising the
cohesive manipulation of both constructive and
ecological design principles.  The advancement of
user-friendly expert systems of analysis that
incorporate graphic information based techniques
have extended the capability of doing multiple
parametric iterations.  These tools are intrinsically
valuable in providing greater understanding of the
complexities of various design alternatives. (see
Energy Design Tools)

When linked in tandem with traditional methods, such
as physical modelling and drawing, computational
analysis can augment studio instruction.  The
objective application of specific information
technologies can facilitate the manipulation of often
complex and seeming conflicting design ideas.  They
are useful for introducing new layers of information
into the design vocabulary.

OBJECTIVE

“To bridge the gaps that exist in the architectural
curriculum, educators must establish sustaining
linkages between design inspiration and technological
and environmental knowledge.” (Watson, 1997)

To significantly impact the development of spatial
and formal building design judgment it has become
important to extend the logic of the environmental
technologies into design studio as a means of
enhancing student synthetic skills.

Studio Premise

Four years ago, before the fall term of 1997, three -
3rd year architecture design studio colleagues realized
that they shared a common disappointment.  It was
their collective perception that their students did not
appear to approach the discipline of design in a
synthetic way.  But rather, they were entering our
respective studio courses with little understanding of
the integrative nature of architectural design and the
role that technical knowledge played in the framing of
their design proposals.  This deduction inferred that
our students’ previous design studio experiences
prepared them to see that the purpose of their design
courses were to act as a vehicle for the exploration of
the concept of design.  And that their studio
experiences were the instructional venue for that
practice, alone.  Technical knowledge, on the other
hand, requisite to the accomplishment of a built
environmental systemic and fundamental to the
creation of a reasonable architectural whole, (i.e., the
notion that structures, material construction systems
and ecological principles are critical informants to
qualitatively substantial spatial resolution) were
fraught with issues worth considering.  But, they were
technically beyond the scope of studio instruction.

Agreeing in principle that architecture is a balanced
articulation of informed understanding of technical
knowledge and skilled design innovation it was
concluded that our studios would under go a
transformation.  In order to overcome this perceived
curricular inequity it was decided that the our third
studio pedagogy needed to be infused by an approach
that would:



1. Present technical knowledge as a critical element
inclusive of the basic principles of design.  The
approach would transform the studio experience
into a laboratory for design assessment.  The
studio experience would lay the groundwork for
analytic exploration, evaluation and final design
synthesis as an iterative process integral to the
design process.

2. Utilise the academic and professional strengths of
each of the faculty assigned to the studio year to
allow for a free playing of faculty expertise
across studio boundaries.  Each faculty member
would have the responsibility for studio tutelage
across, the three sections, in areas critical to the
studios instruction (i.e., bio-climatology,
structure and material assemblage).

3. Topically, the issues revealed in studio would
extend design inquiry into other required
technical coursework.  The model would build
upon a continuum of technical knowledge; ever
broadening its content and application base
intended to focus toward the discipline of design.

These ideas were seen as crucial to maintaining
continuity within the building design curriculum.
They supported the notion that design studio
instruction should maintain its primacy as the
centerline of first professional education.  In this case,
because of the introductory nature of the studio’s
building design content, this concept responded to the
placement of the 3rd year studio and its relationship to
the concurrent and/ or future requirements for
technical course work that the students would take.
(Figure 1)  It logically followed that the application of
appropriate software could be introduced into the
studio to aid in the transfer of knowledge between
studio and required technical courses.
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The primary pedagogical concern governing the
development of this studio model was framed out of
the notion that the first term third year studios’ would
play an important pivotal role in the introduction,
expansion and exploration of building design from a
systemic position.  Introducing the complexity of a
systems vocabulary would compose the studio’s
content.  The studio would preface, to its students, the
necessity of seeking spatial resolution through a
language of informed design judgments.   Design
would no longer be astringed, but rather, mutually
dependent upon technical information translations.

An additional benefit to the approach was that it
would introduce the use of information based analysis
tools to expedite student growth and increase design
insight.  The addition of computation, it was thought,
would increase the capability to do rapid testing of
multiple design solutions.  The objective was to
increase student capability to evaluate iterative
solutions of more complex building design problems.

This idea is fundamentally more complex than it was
originally perceived.  Because the third year design
sequence holds a pivotal role in the introduction of the
third year design experience should culminate with an
assessment of each student’s capability to present
recognizable patterns of built form in response to
larger programs and contexts of greater complexity.
(Illustration 1)  Each student proposal is expected to
demonstrate an awareness of the buildings systemic
logic.  Proposals should address the external forces of
climate, account for the internal forces of program
through the building enclosure.

Illustration 1:  Final Term Student Project: A City
Library.  3/16-scale model
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Studio Development

In the fall term of 1998 the third year studio
coursework introduced four software packages.
(Brentrup, et. al., 1997)  The initial goal was to
incorporate software that would allow for a
developmental understanding of how analytic
information influences the design decision-making
process.  The initial premise (Brentrup & Swanson,
1997) was to attempt to address the apparent necessity
of:

Technologies Sequence icum
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1. Extending our students’ understanding of
representational skill beyond the use of CADD
applications solely as a drawing media (COA,
1996), and;

2. Develop a software-based series of learning
modules that would layer introductory technical
information regarding climatic and structural
influences.  This approach would allow for:

2.1. The introduction of rapid imaging of
structural, climatic and luminous conditions,
and;

2.2. Build between the required design science
goals, pedagogical linkages that emphasize
the topical connectivity by common
processes, resources, skill development and
vocabulary.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

The objective of this research has been to develop a
studio pedagogy and curricular structure that would
utilize computer-aided-design learning modules in
environmental and structural analysis to introduce
technical thinking, and inform appropriate design
response.  The computer aided learning modules
would be used in direct application to studio
exercises.  They would be introduced in lecture (now
workshop) settings to extend the traditional
instructional methods used to articulate the objectives
of each problem investigation.

Figure 2: Current Studio Model of Conceptual
Pedagogical Development: Bridging the Curricular

Gap Between Design and the Technologies

To accomplish the objectives the studios’ pedagogy
would have to place a high value on being able to
evaluate and measure student growth.  Concurrent
with the 1998 studio work on an evaluation
instrument was initiated. With the intention of
benefiting faculty understanding of the pedagogy and
informing student progress as well.  Its use has
influenced the refining of studio content, and has
allowed for the clarification of the courses objectives.
The studio has established a metrics to assess:

1. Improved student design capability as an outward
expression of their analytic and synthetic
capabilities.

2. Comprehension of the synthetic nature of the
design process and building systems integration.

3. The impact of computationally based tools and
their ability to inform the learning - process,
progress and comprehension.

METHOD

This instructional model was conceived to facilitate
the studios primary role in provide a bridge between
the traditional lecture course work, and strengthening
the analytic understanding of the role of
environmental technology and structures in building
design (Figure 2).

The studio pedagogy currently embraces
technological issues and places their introduction in
the fall 3rd year term.  The fall semester has been
tailored and broken down into four (4) content areas.

Each of the four content areas are presented in module
format that identify methods of analysis as process
inquiry.  As they are introduced students are expected
to explore each selective content area and synthesize
those issues that are specific to that study.

The fifth element, intended to measure synthetic
growth in student comprehension, is evaluated both at
mid-term (the ending of the first project) and then
again at the end of the term with the presentation of
second, and final project.  The demonstration of
synthetic growth across module content is accounted
for through independent review of student progresses
over the semester.  An additional evaluation of design
synthetic integration is assessed at mid-term and the
end of the term.

This method enables, over the period of the semester,
for two projects of a similar building type to be
assessed.  Typically, public institutional buildings
such as libraries or museums are used as project
vehicles.  Each project is in a different climate. It is
thought that this method allows for an iterative

3rd Year Fall Design Objectives
First ½ term:  Design Process

1.1 Site
&
Climate
Module

1.2 Prog.
& Spatial
Module

1.3
Struct’l &
Systems
Module

1.4
Systemic
Integrt’n

Second ½ term:   2.0 Material
Assemblage & Building  Enclosure

2.1 Climate Consultant  & Solar Workshop
2.2 Multi-Frame Workshop

2.3 Daylighting & Physical Modelling
Workshop

Adjacent design science course:
Properties of Materials & Structures I; following

terms include Structures II & ECS
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process of practice with the design vocabulary of the
type and the iterative impact of climatic variability.

Studio Format:

1. The first project: establishes a synthetic goal of
integrating four separate lessons dealing with:

1.1. Case study precedence analysis,

1.2. Site and climatic influences,

1.3. Programmatic and spatial demands,

1.4. Structural and infrastructural possibilities

2. The second project: introduces the synthetic
consideration of material enclosure as the
revealing element of architectural expression.

2.1. A mid-term Charette: Conducted on a
different site and climate with variation of
program scope and facility size the charette
introduces the second problem of the
semester and tests for the synthesis of the
lessons contained within the first four
assignments.

2.2. Three workshops introduce the use of:

2.2.1. CLIMATE CONSULTANT

2.2.2. MULTI-FRAME, and;

2.2.3. Physical Modeling Laboratory
assessments to assess the limits of
sunlight penetration and capture
daylighting quality through physical
modeling and photographic
representation.

In each of the five content areas, the studio seeks to
employ a corresponding computer application that
provides opportunity for students to evaluate design
scenarios to strengthen their decision-making skills to
insure student comprehension.

Studio Modules:

Illustration 2:  Climate Consultant Analysis
considering, Comfort, Psychrometric and Solar

considerations

1. Site Zoning and Climatic Influences:  The
external forces that act upon a design that will
influence the quality of a designs environmental
and contextual performance.

Goal: Evaluate the degree to which a design
addresses the impact of the liabilities, and accounts
for the potential application of the positive attributes
of these external influences.  Consideration of these
issues that will determine orientation and the degree
of openness or closed ness that in turn defines the
placement of potential use of space on it site.
(Illustration 2)

Illustration 3: iterative modeling process

2. Programmatic Analysis: The internal forces that
are defined by building occupation (activity) and
specific use determine the organizational and the
hierarchical development of space.

Goal:  Evaluate the degree to which the external
forces of site inform a design, and account for its
influence on programmatic criteria; and inform
building zoning.  These issues are evidenced by the
implication and selective positioning of the envelope
surround, its opacity and intentional transparency that
are coincident with issues of site orientation.
(Illustration 3)

Illustration 4: Structural Parti – 1/8” scale

3. Structure and Spatial Integration:  The
resolution of the forces exerted both vertically
and horizontally through a proposal provide for
the clarity of its occupancy.
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Goal:  Evaluate the degree to which a design becomes
an expression of both equilibrium and movement.
(Illustration. 4)

   

Illustration 5-7: Material Enclosure & Light ½” scale

4. Systems of Material Assembly & Enclosure:
The material choices that compose both envelope
dimensionality and spatial unity determine the
qualitative and performance aspects of use.

Goal:
Evaluate the degree to which a design is the
evocatively expressive of the material and
dimensional enclosure – selectively mandating light
and unwanted solar radiation. (Illustration. 5-7)

Computer/ Studio Linkages

Initially each content area was linked to a computer
application.  This was done with the intention to
permit students to run problem-solving scenarios to
strengthen their understanding and knowledge of the
variability of design decision-making.   Conceptually,
this approach allowed the design problem to be
investigated beyond normal teaching objectives by
exploring the integrative nature of structural, material
and environmental influences on design choices.

Because of the graphic orientation of the architectural
student the studio was conceived to utilize
applications that would successfully provide both
numerical and graphical displays.

The current (fall 2000) studio uses the following
computer programs and physical modeling simulation
issues as points of departure for studio assignments
and workshop content:

Site & Climate Assessment: “CLIMATE
CONSULTANT” was selected to introduce students to
the intricacies of climate and the influence that
particular forces have on design.  Its primary benefit,
to students who have not had introductory technical
coursework in bio-climatology, is that it provides both
a basis from which to introduce vocabulary of
climatic influence and provides a platform from
which specific design response can be articulated
regarding solar radiation and daylighting. (Illustration
2)  The software is user friendly, although it is
somewhat cumbersome.  The program allows for the
assessment of multiple climates.  It provides a

referential platform and graphic comparison for issues
based discussions on skin vs. internally load
dominated building types in which climatic specific
criteria are critically significant for understanding the
impact that forces such as solar radiation and sky
luminance have on envelope design.  The combined
affects of thermal, moisture and wind are also
assessable.  They are integral elements of basic
vocabulary that define the design application of basic
principles allowing for the differentiation of
appropriate methods for heating, cooling and lighting.

Structural Planning & Building Systems
Integration: “MULTI-FRAME” was selected to
introduce students to the fundamental principles of
integrated systems design.  It allows students to create
a structural framing system for their particular
proposal and to refine the material choices available
to them while developing a familiarity with
fundamental vocabulary of structural building
elements, such as, connection, issues of torsion,
lateral stability, bending and deflection.  Its
interactive graphic and numeric screen output play an
integral role in allowing students to visualize
structural stress.  It also provides an ideal vehicle to
introduce the seemingly complex issues that surround
delivery systems for ventilation and conditioned air,
the opportunities for the placement of vertical egress
systems, and the luminous design opportunities that
can arise through a creative articulation of interstitial
space.

Systems of Material Assembly & Enclosure:
Physical Modeling & Laboratory Analysis of solar
penetration and daylighting attributes.

Large-scale physical modeling exercises comprise the
sectional assessment of allowable sun penetration and
account for the qualitative design aspects of
daylighting alternatives.  Proposals are modeled on
the movable earth heliodon and mirrored uniform sky
in the lighting laboratory. (Illustration 8)

Illustration 8:  Final Synthesis Model: daylighting
structural and spatial integration model. ½” -scale.
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RESULTS

The successful attainment of integrative design
thinking is always difficult and is further complicated
by placing growing attention to the introduction of
information technologies into the professional design
training of our students.  Although, it is a logical to
expect that advanced building design course work
begins by introducing analytic application coincident
with that instruction.

The studio model has confronted the following
problematic concerns by embracing two propositions:

1. Information technology can be introduced into
the design studio process for the purpose of
extending the traditional approaches and tools
without a loss of student synthetic growth or
compromising instructional pedagogy.

2. The introduction of information technology can
provide a useful learning structure that will
inform student understanding and professional
judgment across the curricular boundaries that
have formed between traditional studio and
lecture settings.

The use of the machine as an accessible tool for the
application of information to the design process has
proven to be useful.  But, not without inserting into
the studio environment idiosyncratic characteristics
that are intrinsic to the introduction of a new design
language.

Evaluation

The initial studio offering was evaluated in the spring
of 1998. (Brentrup & Swanson, 1998)  This
evaluation concluded that the use of computer
software was far too complex.

1. The studio’s interest in facilitating graphic,
physical three-dimensional and computational
iteration simultaneously was not time effective;
considering the time required to become
comfortable with the software.

2. Students, while feeling besieged by the workload,
were excited about the gains they perceived in
their design work.  They also acknowledged
greater understanding the role that the
environmental and structural technologies played
in design synthesis.

3. It was recommended that for the successful
accommodation of design iteration that the
students should be presented with a more hands
on approach to what the faculty “do best” (i.e.,
environmental and structural technologies)

In the previous two years (1998 and 1999) the studios
were introduced to the use of the software in the first
problem set. They were then required to utilize that
same software in the analysis of the second project of
the term.  While the analysis was completed
competently enough, there remained the question of
whether the software was consuming more time in its
utilization and instruction; than was design value
gained.  Needless to say, students and faculty alike
agreed that while the information was useful the
infusion of to much computational interface actually
slowed the design-learning process.

To address this apparent inequity the studio
methodology has been modified slightly.  During the
first part of the fall 2000 term the studio has embraced
a more balanced approach relying on physical
modeling and traditional methods of site assessment.
They have been introduced as a preface to the
utilization of computational analysis methods.  An
approach it is expected, that is more in line with the
abilities of the entering student.  It appears that this
move has enhanced current student enthusiasm for the
content areas.

The current studios continue to use Climate
Consultant and Multi-Frame although their use is now
introduced only in the second part of the term only.
This has been done to accommodate the opportunity
of our students to grasp a fuller nature of our
instructional intent and become familiar with the
issues that they are being asked to assimilate.  The
software replaces the often-cumbersome modeling
and graphics methods with faster analytic information
that the students are now more prepared to
understand. This adjustment appears to provide them
with the greatest opportunity for the successful
translation on technical language into a design
vocabulary of their own.

The semester format that has now been adopted can
be defined as successful in its accomplishment of the
synthetic expression.  The evaluation rubric that has
been instrumented over the past two years for the
purposes of developing an assessment system to wed
process-driven instructional methods with a process
oriented assessment system whose purpose is to
enhance growth and assess student development has
reported a 82.5% agreement in its current application
and form. (Lambert, et. al. 2001)  Where the
evaluation instrument measured the following points
as most critical to architectural thinking.

1. Design process conceptualization,

2. Design process application, and;

3. A synthetic demonstration of design quality.
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SIGNIFICANCE

“Artful building design cannot afford to be based
solely upon a glib personal response nor solely left
upon the results of a numerical analysis optimizing a
single system’s performance”. (Brentrup & Swanson,
1999)

The model that has been discussed has been nurtured
and under gone refinements over the previous three
years.  It has been instrumented in an attempt to
develop the means to integrate important aspects of
technology into the mainstream of architectural design
education.  The studio.

The importance of this pursuit has been supported in
recent national polls conducted of practicing
architects. (Mitgang 1999)  The broad application to
other colleges of architecture and its influence on the
role of professional practice is intended to address
critical concerns in the preparation of architectural
students for critical design thinking

“In the fifteen years that the NAAB performance-
based standards have existed, lack of integration of
technical and practical knowledge into design work is
probably the single most widespread area of
(professional curricular) program weakness.” (Boyer,
1996)

It has been shown over the three-year developmental
period in which we have implemented this approach
that our students’ work clearly demonstrates an
increasing understanding of the importance for linking
of technical knowledge through the act of design.
This year we have noted that the studio model has an
expanded its influence of analysis into the advanced
undergraduate and graduate design studios.  Our
previous students are using the methods and the tools
taught to them in this studio to inform their own work
beyond the boundaries of our studios.

The objective of this research has been on the
development of a studio pedagogy and curricular
structure that strengthens synthetic skills.   The use of
information based analytic tools is allowing our
students to investigate design problems beyond
traditional teaching objectives.  By introducing the
necessity of exploring the integrative nature of
structural, material and environmental influences on
design choices they are becoming potentially more
informed architects.

As a result of the past four years of work the studio
course has undergone annual assessment to evaluate
the and refine both method and content.  Today the
studio no longer feels as if the “computer” is the
message, as it once did.  But rather, it is a media
whose information holds relevance to the design
search.
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